Presenting the Echo SE and Echo + Spa (LE) Models by Continuum™

The Echo SE spa has electronic seat movements to recline and move forward and back with a
remote control on the left side. A rolling and kneading massage is controlled with a second
remote control on the right side of the chair. There is a cup holder mounted on the right side
that is stationary and not collapsible. Chair color options are Black, Chocolate, Burgundy,
Cappuccino and Almond. The laminate curved arch options are Dark Walnut, Walnut, Satin
Stainless, Select Cherry and Natural White.
The Echo LE (Plus) model has the same overall components, but the chair comes equipped with
more features. There is one remote control on the right for fully electronic seat functions as well
and a full Shiatsu massage (rolling, kneading, tapping with variable speeds and intensity,
combinations and auto programs). The unit also has built in chemical resistant manicure trays
that flip up and fold down. Chair color options are Black, Chocolate and Almond. The curved
arch options are Dark Walnut, Walnut, Satin Stainless, Select Cherry and Natural White. The front
panel where the water faucet is located will always match the laminate color of the curved arch
base of the spa.
Footrests on both spas are always black in color and made of a chemical resistant material.
The Footrest is a 3 piece assembly with 2 stationary foot pads on the left and right and a middle
section that is adjustable up to 10” to hold and support the client’s ankle area. This allows the
technician to have hands free of supporting the leg and foot during certain aspects of the
pedicure service.
Entrance into the spa is easy from either side by lifting up the arms up and back. The chairs are
low profile (about 24” from the ground) which allows easy accessibility for all clients. Weight
capacity is 350lbs as the spas are built on steel frames.
The Echo models have an acrylic basin that holds about 3 ¾ gallons of water. The hand sprayer
fills the basin with the water supply and has a diverter that allows the option for a full or spray
direct flow of water. Drain pumps should be factory installed and are needed for spas utilizing a
wall drain, vs. a gravity drain in the floor. Other options are the upgraded Solid Surface basin
which holds about 4 ¾ gallons of water and is deeper than the standard basin.

This basin is much like the Maestro’s “Corian® type” material which can be cleaned by using
products like soft scrub or bar keepers friend to remove stains and scuffs along with use of a
scotch-brite pad. The basin also carries a 5 year warranty and will look beautiful for years to
come.
Auto-fill is another option and is designed to fill the basin to the correct water level and start the
whirlpool jet automatically. Concealment panels are avaible for applications where plumbing
connections will be visible under the spa and need to be hidden.
Warranty is 1 year parts and labor.
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